
ITQ W2023-R002F/A 

Questions and Answers 1 to 5 
 
 

Q1. What is the heaviest weight (approximately) of vehicles that will be moving?    

A1. The largest/heaviest measurements that may be required are: 

Length (MM): 14,525 (AHSVS Wrecker) 

Width (MM): 3,200 (MSVS SMP) 

Height (MM): 4,191 (MSVS SMP LHS) 

Weight (KG): 34,200 (AHSVS Wrecker) 

 

 

Q2. Can you confirm if there will be a requirement to transport tanks? 

A2. The Rail Transportation Services in support of the Exercise MAPLE RESOLVE 2023 will 

not include the Leopard 2 Main Battle Tanks or comparable size/weight vehicles. Please refer to 

question/answer 1 for the heaviest and largest dimensions. 

 

 

Q3. Can the Respondent use the tracks and ramp at CFB Wainwright?  

A3. Yes, the two tracks and the ramp at Canadian Military Wainwright, AB Sidings, Denwood, 

AB, T0B 1B0 may be used by the Respondent from February to July 2023. 

 

3 CDSB EDMONTON  

5th Canadian Division Support Base Edmonton Detachment Wainwright  

Building 624 (RAILHEAD)  

Gurkhali Rajmarg Road  

Denwood, Alberta, T0B 1B0  

 

There are two rail spurs coming in to CFB Wainwright ending at the loading ramps. Each spur 

can support approximately 25 railcars if standard 60’ railcars are used, for an approximate total 

of 50 rail cars. A staging area of sufficient size is located at the loading ramps within CFB 

Wainwright. 

 

 

Q4. Can we identify 2 locations for loading?  

A4. Yes, more than one locations can be included in the Response Submission.  

 

 

Q5. The ITQ indicates that the Respondent must supply railcars capable to handle containers. 

Would you please clarify if there will be hazardous goods transported by container, and if so, 

confirm if DND intends to transport explosives or munitions.  

A5. No explosives or munitions will be transported as part of the Rail Transportation Services in 

support of the exercise MAPLE RESOLVE 2023 deployment or redeployment. Additionally, 

there will not be any containers loaded with large quantities of Dangerous Goods. Only small 

quantities of DG may be found in the vehicles/containers and will be clearly marked with the 

proper signs. 
 


